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January will be a traditional talk – so you got a bonsai for Christmas –
(and it died). Hopefully not, but getting a new tree in winter can be challenging even for established hobbyists. If you have friends who have a
new tree, invite them to come and learn how to keep it alive until spring.
There will be a tool sharpening class and workstations to sharpen your
tools.
And pots need maintenance. Learn how they are made, how to maintain
them, and how to pair them with your trees. Se also the paired article on
pot repair from Ryan.
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We will be meeting in the Education Pavillion located in the community
garden. This is the facility with the kitchen and long counter at the front of
the room – which is a very good place for demos. Keep an eye on this
space as location is decided on a month to month basis by Franklin Park.
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Happy New Year and welcome to 2022. As I've heard our Treasurer
Emeritus Doctor Dick Guervitz often say, may your best day last year be
your worst day this year. Given the rough few years we’ve all been
through, here’s hoping that the newly begun year is better-somehow,
some way!
We will be starting off our first club meeting of 2022 with three great topics. First, a perennial favorite-“so you got a Bonsai for Christmas “ If you
or someone you know has a gift bonsai-or a new bonsai in general, several of our rougue’s gallery of experts will off helpful tips and answer
questions.Next up is a discussion of tool care and maintenance, featuring
step by step instructions for sharpening tools. The Club will have a
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limited number of sharpening kits available for at the price of $35. This
quality sets contain a variety of sharpening stones as well as useful accessories for sharpening edged tools. You’ll be able to sharpen not just
your bonsai tools, but knives ,scissors, cleavers and more!The final part
of the afternoon will focus on bonsai pot selection and care. April Grigsby and I will present and answer questions, and both of us will be vending bonsai ceramics as well. April’s stuff is REALLY great. Jury still out
on mine.
Although the Club website hasn’t been up and functioning very long, its
already time for upgrades. Most interesting, maybe even exciting will be
an online shop for buying club apparel and paraphernalia. Caps. Shirts,
hoodies, bumper stickers, keychains, mugs? All that and more imprinted
with the logo of your favorite bonsai club and shipped directly to your
home. Checkout the Cleveland club’s online shop for an idea of what it
looks like: https://www.clevelandbonsaiclub.org/shop/

slschoenfeldsandy@yahoo.com Two years in and covid is still big news. At the moment our meeting
host, Franklin Park Conservatory is open and able to accommodate us.
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our “normal” meetings. If this changes will we take every step needed to
make sure you are aware. Tentatively all meetings through August are
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One change you’ll likely notice at the January meeting: we will not have
Brent Douglas 2nd year Director the usual coffee& tea available.
The Club is in need of new hospitality chair, and since there have been
Brentworkster@gmail.com
no volunteers to do the job, the message seems that having beverages
Ralph Landers 3rd year Director available is not a priority. If the situation changes in the future, we’ll let
you know!
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gible for entry, but it would be a step up to a higher game for any of us.
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See the Bonsai Tonight post: https://bonsaitonight.com/2021/12/24/
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call posting what he is doing with his personal tree prep, as well as the
show rules and considerations.
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With that out of the way, what do you think of the judgeing catagories,
and the Display ideas. We had some Displays of this type at the September show and they were a change from what we've doone in the
past. A welcome change in my opinion. We will still have individual trees
on display as most of us do not have the inventory to create the art of
the Displays shown in this post. But, there are some of us who do, and I
think it elevates the show to a new level over the past.

Covid shut downs, quarantines, and remote meetings have broken the past cycle of the usual. We now have the opportunity to create a new normal going forward. I think we should
take advantage of it and up our game.
Calling willing participants! If you have bonsai tips, tricks, life histories, and knowledge of
trees, consider becoming an author. You get the information down in your style, and as editor
I will fix it up and you get credit for an article. It's a win-win for you and the club.

Articles
Why I Write - by Ken Schultz
Even though I moved to Tennessee at the beginning of 2015, I’ve continued to craft articles
for the Columbus Bonsai Society Newsletter. Neither Club that I’ve joined here has a newsletter. I originally got the idea of crafting an article called “Tree of the Month” and “Book Reviews” from the Greater Cincinnati Bonsai Society. At that time The CBS newsletter was
largely upcoming events of the past meeting. I believe that Ross Fillmore may have been the
Editor and the Newsletter was paper, sent out in the hopefully in time to remind members of
an upcoming meeting.
About 1997, maybe before, I joined the Cincinnati club since their membership at that time
included 2 who sat on the Bonsai Clubs International Board and another who was on the
American Bonsai Society Board. As a result, that club frequently hosted artists who were featured in the bonsai magazines for those 2 organizations, or Bonsai Today. (Now Bonsai Focus). I thought that the articles on the care of a particular tree were very helpful, and book
reviews were helpful in the day when we all actually read hard copy rather than Google
something on the Internet. (Interestingly this led me to discover that most Internet knowledge
can be traced to a paper source and many simply copied from each other without citation.)
For awhile, I featured the information that was different in the library of bonsai books that I’ve
accumulated over the years. (1993-2021). I now have 3 shelves of bonsai books, many have
been Half Price Books finds in Columbus.
Is you may know, the CBS constitution bases the founding of the club on teaching and sharing information on the art of bonsai. It is critical to the club that this teaching and outreach
continue as it is part of our 501(c)3 statement of purpose. This newsletter is part of that education vision. Very few of us will spend several years in Japan or under another bonsai master to achieve the rank of “Bonsai Master”. As you may guess, based on the fact that I’ve now
enjoyed bonsai for 28 years, I encourage other members contribute articles to the CBS
newsletter. I would love to see other members join in, so that when the day comes when its
time to pass the baton, the CBS Newsletter will go on. (Sadly, the Cincinnati newsletter is no
longer produced.)

If you don’t feel up to writing, at least provide ideas for articles you’d like to see, sometimes I
struggle to come up with a topic. For long-time members, you may notice that sometimes a
tree is revisited, with changes based on today’s thinking or new experience gained. My list of
artists now numbers 36. Never stop learning!
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Editor: I want to re-enforce Ken’s last sentence, “Never stop learning!” I started writing for
the newsletter about the same time Ken did. We would often trade Tree of the Month articles
on alternate months. He did way more book reports than I did due to his library. The thing
is, whatever we wrote, we learned more about the subject. Who knew that different species
of the same genus would have different soil needs—I didn’t prior to the articles I did on Maples and Oaks. Or that specific pruning techniques allowed Shohin trees to maintain their
small size instead of growing out of the size class. Or that . . . You get the point. When you
are writing about a subject from resources, you will learn more than you knew. So write!

Kintsugi Pot Repair Quick-Start Guide By Ryan Huston /Ry2tree2 bonsai blog

Some of you may have seen my kintsugi-repaired pot (above) in the recent Columbus Bonsai Society Annual Show. If you’re wondering what kintsugi ceramic repair is, it’s the perfect
tool for when your housemate or the mailman carelessly drops your precious pot and shatters it! Kintsugi technically means “golden joinery” in Japanese as it is the practice of highlighting repaired cracks with a gold accent, however other metal colors can be used as well
such as copper or silver. When the practice first originated, pots used to be repaired with a
glue made from sap from species related to poison ivy. Luckily, this process is now much
more accessible to beginners with the wide variety of epoxies and gold-substitutes available
at local arts and hardware stores. In the table below, I summarize and compare the benefits
of a variety of these techniques for ceramic repair which you may want to try on your shattered pots this winter. For more detailed instructions and pictures on carry out each alternative kintsugi protocol, follow the link to the full article as it would be too lengthy to entirely reproduce in the CBS newsletter.
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A Quick-start guide for considering which protocol to use.
Protocol

Estimated
Cost

Pros

Cons

Quick 2 step: ~$15
Suerglue & Oil
Sharpie

Superglue, Ace- Quickest, Supplies
tone, Rag, &
common & easy to
Gold Sharpie
find, Can work with
pieces replaced by
epoxy putty

Fine detail lacking,
Cracks not totally hidden, Less durable (super
glue will dissolve in water)

2 –in-1 Step:
Oozing Colored Epoxy

~$14—$22

Clear Epoxy,
Quick, Durable, Simmetal mica
ple protocol for bepowder or metal ginners
dust, & Disposalbles for mixing /applying
epoxy

Crack highlight can be
uneven, Cannot be applied to pieces replaced
by epoxy putty

3 Step: Mend
Scrape &
Paint

~$22

Epoxy, metal
mica powder or
metal dust, &
Disposalbles for
mixing /applying
epoxy, Metallic
paint, & thin
brush

More lustrous finish,
High degree of control for crack highlight

More wait steps, Fine
detail still lacking, Cracks
not totally blended in,
Scraping excess epoxy
is more challenging with
textured pots

4Step: Mend
Scrape Lacquer & Gild

~$45

Epoxy, Disposalbles for mixing /applying
epoxy, Exacto
knife, Thin
Brush, Varnish
or gild size,
Gold leaf or
dust, & soft
brush

Most lustrous finish,
High degree of control for crack highlight, Can work with
pieces replaced by
epoxy putty

More wait steps, More
expensive, Supplies my
be harder to find locally,
Scraping excess epoxy
is more challenging with
textured pots

Epoxy, Disposalbles for mixing /applying
epoxy, Exacto
knife, PC-11,
91% isopropyl
alcohol, Rag,
Thin Brush, Lacquer or gild size,
Gold or mica
dust, Scap paper, Harder
brush, & Soft
Cloth

Highly lustrous finish,
High degree of control on gold line,
Crack repair becomes level with pot
surface. Can work
with pieces replaced
by epoxy putty

Most wait steps, Most
expensive, Supplies may
be harder to find locally,
Scraping excess epoxy
is more challenging with
textured pots

Professional 5 ~$60
Step: Mend,
Scrape, Fill,
Lacquer, &
Gild
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Supplies

Monthly Care
Trees are dormant below 32 degrees, so keep the indoor and half hardy trees moist – not
wet. Wet soil can cause root rot and a dead tree. Don't let them dry out though. Garaged
trees can be checked every week or two depending on your storage set up. Indoor and warm
space trees should be checked daily or two days at maximum. I tend to keep a half inch of
water in the bottom of the storage tubs I keep trees in under lights. It acts as a mini greenhouse. Since the tubs are not covered, I check that level when I water. I use a 2 gallon sprayer with the nozzle removed to water. It gives a gentle stream that doesn't blast away the soil.
Out door trees are sleeping in the shade and when it gets warm I will check them for moisture. If it has snowed, I'll shovel a little snow on them so as it melts the trees get water. Of
course inOhio, we get a lot of rain in the low 40's that helps moisture. Just beware of long dry
spells that can dry out the soil/roots.
Other than that, check your wire supply, pot needs, and tool desires. The club will be making
a purchase of these items in the near future an we will be taking orders. Details to follow.

Found on the Web
https://bonsaitonight.com/2022/01/07/cutback-and-wiring-a-root-over-rock-black-pine/ In addition to the cutback and silhouette wiring, Jonas discusses removal of the sacrifice branches
and in response to a question links to an earlier article that concentrtes on sacrifice branches.
https://bonsaitonight.com/2019/08/06/bonsai-development-series-16-developing-the-trunkwith-multiple-sacrifice-branches/
Four years of developing a grown Field Maple: https://www.reddit.com/r/Bonsai/comments/
qtoimy/development_of_a_collected_field_maple_over_a_4/?
utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share it starts on the top left and goes clockwise.
The full album is here: https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipPoY9RGd0ER-ifwo0pxmeg8LXsUEm0wnELfWngyZ8jJY8rVWN_zc9Uohl4brmOug?
key=LU1zQnBlUlp3TUplZEZ6SDlXeHBGNld3dUlXQUpB starts at bottom right and goes up
by row. It shows more detail in larger pictures with intermediate steps.
www.blackriverbonsai.com/kusamono submitted by Dan White
Kusamono is one of the fastest growing Japanese art forms in the country. Translating as
“grass thing”, it began with flowers, grasses and other plants being displayed along with bonsai trees. Now, it has grown into an art form of it’s own and often referred to as shitakusa
when displayed along with a bonsai tree.
Kokedama, or moss-ball, is a related art form and tends to be a simpler planting with the root
ball covered in moss and set on a slab pot, flat, or tray.
In these beginners workshops, participants will learn about kusamono and kokedama history,
design concepts, and care. Young will demo creating these exciting pieces and then lead the
in-person participants in the creation of their very own kusamono or kokedama! All materials
are supplied including plants, soil, and a hand-made pot from April Grigsby Ceramics!
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Three Workshops to Choose From
Saturday, January 29, Kokedama, 10am-noon, $50, Kusamono, 1pm-3pm, $75
Sunday, January 30, Kusamono, 10am-noon, $75
Attend both sessions on Saturday and be invited to a private reception (Saturday 4pm-6pm)
with Young Choe and ceramicist April Grigsby!

Venue: Willoway Nurseries, Inc., 4534 Center Rd., Avon, OH 44011
Zoom sessions ($30) also available! (Zoom participants not eligible for the reception)

Coming Attractions
February will feature soils and wiring. Soils will cover water retention of soil components and
soil mixes that work in Central Ohio for CBS members. So if you have (for example) maples,
ficus, or pines you can determine what you need to make for those trees. The club is looking
at some commercial wiring forms that teach different wiring configurations.

Bonsai Here and Beyond the Outerbelt
Meetings are the third Sunday of the Month unless stated otherwise. Our schedule is back
to meetings at Franklin Park on the third Sunday at 2:00 for general meetings, and 10:00 for
scheduled workshops. Please stay tuned for new developments as we get short notice from
FPC of location changes. Thanks for your understanding and patience!
Remember that Masks are required in Columbus.
January 15 The Phipps Conservatory Orchid and Tropical Bonsai Show schedualed opening. Ticket Pre-Sale Coming Soon, Orchid and Tropical Bonsai Show tickets will be a
vailable for advance order in January. Stay tuned to this page for details!
https://www.phipps.conservatory.org/exhibits-and-events/calendar/orchid- and-tropicalbonsai-show/
January 16

We will cover three interesting topics:
#1 So You got a Bonsai for Christmas...guidance for the brand new bonsai
owner. Answers to questions and helpful care advice from experienced grow
ers.
#2 Tool Care and sharpening. An artist and craftsman is only as good as their
tools. Keep yours in tip top condition. Tool care and sharpening class. there
will be several stations with stones and members to advise you.
#3 Bonsai Pots Care & Feeding. A complete primer on bonsai pottery, what it
is, how it's made, how to care for and maintain it, and most importantly how to
choose which pot goes with which tree.

January 29 and 30 Young Choe workshops, Willoway Nurseries, Inc., 4534 Center Rd.,
Avon, OH 44011
Saturday, January 29, Kokedama, 10am-noon, $50, Kusamono, 1pm-3pm, $75
people who do both sessions on Sat. are invited to a private reception on Sat
urday 4pm-6pm with Young Choe and ceramicist April Grigsby.
Sunday, January 30, Kusamono, 10am-noon, $75
February 20 A Bonsai Fundamentals twofer- Soil and Wiring.
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March 20

Its that time of year-we cover repotting from start to finish.

April 24

Note: this is the 4th Sunday. Ken Huth will be here for Huth-A-Palooza
If you have never been to one, Ken brings an amazing amount of material
priced to sell. Many kinds of Bare Root seedlings, up to established speci
mens.

May 15

Sergio Cuomo workshop 10 AM, and a Demo/Lecture at the meeting. He has
demoed for CBS before at one of our remote meetings in 2019. Details to fol
low.

May 27-30 2022 Brussels Bonsai Rendezvous and Memphis Bonsai Society coordination of
the next ABS Learning Seminars. Shuttles will run the entire weekend. This is still in the early
planning stages and information may change.
June 19 TBD
July 9

Jack Wikle collection auction at MSU Hidden Lake Gardens, Tipton, MI. Jack is
selling off most of his collection to fund an endowment for continued care of the
Hidden Lake collection which he has curated.

July 15
July 16
July 17

Show Setup 3:00 Tree drop off 6:00
Show at TBD, Times TBD
Show TBD Tear down after show

August 21 TBD
September 18 Club Picnic at Oakland
October 16 TBD
November 12-13 Pacific Bonsai Expo, Bridge Yard event space, Oakland, California
November 20 Officer Elections, and something late fall and early winter
December - TBD Club Dinner
Information in this newsletter is freely re-publishable. Bylines and Articles may be republished
with appropriate attribution to the authors and reciprocity with the newsletter or magazine issue.
Damn Squirrels.
Repaired with JB Weld 5 minute Epoxy, It is black
if you have never used it. As you can see it was
completely shattered (9 pieces) when it hit the
deck. So these repairs can fix a lot. I will probably never show in this, but I like the pot and will
use it for tropicals in training.

Two take aways—I love the inserted piece texture of the original pot, but I think they weakened
the structure . The wall of this pot is only about
3/16 inch thick and it is about 12x10x 5 deep.
This is very thin for a pot that size. And the root
ball came out clean. You will notice there are no
wire holes for tiedowns. Using the drainage hole
for tie down in a spherical pot this size isn’t
enough.
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That said, I’m going to try to copy this with
thicker walls. I think I know how the inserted bits
were added.

Membership Registration
Please fill out all information in the form. Including the address. If you want a club member to
give you a ride, pick up and deliver your tree to the show, or water your trees while you are on
vacation, we need your address to match you up with someone close by. The same goes for
people willing to provide these services. In any case we must have your correct email for you
to receive your newsletter. We get several people at the meetings each year wanting to know
why they don’t get the newsletter. Failure to provide a correct email is almost always the answer, and if you don't give us your phone or address, we can’t contact you to ask why its
bouncing back to us.
Payment can be made by check or cash at the meetings, Stripe on the website with a credit
card, Paypal Friends and Family at ColumbusBonsai@ gmail.com. Or, if you trust the mail
service with timely delivery:
Columbus Bonsai Society
PO Box 297741
Columbus, OH 43229-7741
Please include your phone number! I still get new members with no email or phone number.
And we don’t do dead trees and ink.

Columbus Bonsai Society Membership Registration
Individual $35 ____ Family $40 ____ Date: __________________
**NEW** ___ Renewal ___ Joined at event ___ _______________
Check # _______ Cash Receipt # _________ CC __ PayPal __
Please Print This information neatly..
Name _____________________________________________________________________
Email _____________________________________________________________________
Phone _______ - _______ - ______________ In case your Email bounces
Address ___________________________________________________________________
(optional)
City _________________________________________ State _____ Zip ________________
IF Family Membership, Please list other members
____________________________________
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